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I. I NTRODUCTION

PREFERENCES are a multi-disciplinary topic and they have
been extensively been studied in economics, psychology,

philosophy, logics and other human-centered disciplines.Nev-
ertheless, they are a relative new topic in Artificial Intelligence
(AI) [31], [24] and they have become of great interest for thede-
velopment of reasoning mechanisms in intelligent systems [9].

Intelligent systems are usually studied and developed to assist
users in fulfilling complex tasks. To act autonomously and to
intelligently support users, such systems require a concise and
processable representation ofincompleteand uncertain infor-
mation. To understand user choices and to choose among differ-
ent options in a desirable way, such system also need a concise
and processable representation ofpreferences.

In the development of reasoning models, preferences are in-
trinsically related to several domains such asreasoning under
incomplete and uncertain information, user preference model-
ing, andqualitative decision under uncertainty. Indeed, prefer-
ences can provide an effective way to choose among outcomes
when these stand for:
• the most plausible states of the world according to pieces
of default knowledge such as in nonmonotonic reasoning [38],
[22], [14] and in uncertain nonmonotonic reasoning [34], [39],
• the most satisfactory states of the world when expressing user
preferences in a given context [11], [8], [6], or
• possible decisions when a decision is a matter of preference
and uncertainty such as in qualitative decision making [7],[40],
[27], [26].

For each of the above perspectives, several non-classical log-
ics have been proposed. These formalisms usually focus on
rich representation languages, axiomatizations, and sound and
complete semantics. Most of the time, the computational as-
pects (and implementations) are left in the background. On the
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other hand, when one is interested in developing practical rea-
soning tools, a setting able to represent and to reason underin-
complete and uncertain knowledge, to model preferences and
qualitative decision making, and that can provide efficientcom-
putation must be taken into account.

In this respect,Answer Set Programming(ASP) [3] has shown
to offer a good compromise between symbolic representation
and computation of knowledge. ASP has been regarded to be
expressive enough to address many knowledge representation
problem in AI and to offer several efficient answer set solvers
[36], [32], [29].

However, in the vast ASP literature available, the role played
by preferences is not very clear. Although several ASP exten-
sions have been proposed to deal with preferences [22], with
uncertainty [35], [37], [4], [5] and with decision making [10],
[30], it seems that not all the perspectives mentioned earlier can
be cast in ASP, at least, in a direct way.

The main objective of this thesis is to tackle to role played by
preferences in the ASP setting from the different perspectives
of nonmonotonic reasoning and uncertainty, user preferences,
and qualitative decision making under uncertainty. For each
perspective, we analyse the role of preferences in the AI and
ASP literature, and we propose (when needed) ASP frameworks
and methods that allow to bridge the gap between the AI and
ASP preference points of view.

II. N ONMONOTONIC REASONING AND UNCERTAINTY

In nonmonotonic reasoning, the notion of preference is
closely tied with the selection of default rules. Default rules,
i.e., normally, p’s are q’s, are abstract representations of general
properties which can admit exceptions. Given a set of defaults,
one is interested in selecting thepreferred models(in a logi-
cal sense) which are in agreement with those defaults [38], [22].
The selection is usually achieved using two types of preferences:
implicit andexplicit [14].

Explicit preferences among default rules have been proposed
in extended versions of nonmonotonic logics. In these ap-
proaches, a partial order is explicitly assigned to the defaults.
Instead, implicit preferences can be obtained from the informa-
tion described by the rules themselves such as in System Z [38].
System Z lies on aspecificity principleaccording to which the
logical models which are supported by more specific rules are
always preferred to those supported by less specific rules.

Concerning logic programming, ASP models default rules by
making exceptions explicit and by capturing them usingnega-



tion as failurenot. A default rule is represented by a normal rule
q ← p, not ab, in which the piece of knowledgenot ab captures
an exceptionab w.r.t. the default rule. In ASP, the concept of
preference is already present at semantics level, since thecon-
cept of preferred models is intrinsically defined in theanswer
set semanticsdefinition of an answer set of a logic program. In
fact, answer sets of a logic program correspond to the preferred
models and tend to identify those models in which everything
is as normal as possible[3]. However, this basic approach of
assuming normality still faces a difficulty [14]. When rulesare
in conflict, a criterion for the selection of rules is needed.To this
end, several ASP extensions for handling preferences have been
developed [22]. In most ASP approaches, preferences are used
to select rules in an explicit way by assigning a preference order
to the defaults.

Selecting default rules explicitly is not always possible.For
instance, when different pieces of knowledge encoded by default
rules are integrated, possible exceptions must be made explicit
before to be able to select default rules. When such rules con-
tain different levels of specificity, an implicit preference order
among the rules can be drawn in order to identify the exceptions
to default rules and to deal with incomplete information. Tothis
end, our first contribution has been:
C1: An approach to nonmonotonic reasoning using implicit

preferences
The proposed logic programming procedure [21] is able to

consider implicit preferences based on the specificity of the de-
faults and to handle incomplete information in extended defi-
nite programs (i.e., withoutnot). Rules’ specificity is obtained
by means of theZ-ordering of System Z [38] (adapted to logic
program). Based on the partitions induced by theZ-ordering,
we have designed a rewriting procedure which rewrites default
rules into rules in which exceptions are made explicit. In partic-
ular, we have been able to show that exceptions to logic program
rules can be caught in terms of strong negation (¬) and a set of
completion rules aiming at completing the incomplete informa-
tion in the program. This result strengthens an earlier result by
Dimipoulos and Kakas [23], showing how, in logic program-
ming, nonmonotonic reasoning can be handled with preferences
rather than negation as failure.

The representation of simple default statements encoded as
extended definite rules is of quite limited applicability for rep-
resenting user knowledge in an intelligent system. In particular,
having only one option in each context does not give so much
flexibility in modeling different choices. The Logic Programs
with Ordered Disjunction (LPODs) framework [12] allows to
specify more than one option in a given context by means of
ordered disjunction rules. Ordered disjunction rules are rules
which are augmented with an ordered disjunction connective
×. The× allows to express a preference order among atoms
such as:normally, in context c, p is preferred to q(encoded as
p×q ← c, not ab). The answer sets of an LPOD can be selected
by specifying a comparison criterion which takes the preference
order induced by× into account. LPODs is designed to spec-
ify context-dependent preferenceswhich can be used to do two
things [14]: to specify a preference order among exceptionsfor
the selection of default rules and to specify a preference order
among several alternatives for encodinguser preferences(as we

will discuss in Section III).
In the former view, an ordered disjunction rule can model

a preference order between the exceptions related to other de-
faults. For instance, given the classical nonmonotonic reason-
ing example ofnormally, birds can fly(encoded asf ← b),
normally, penguins cannot fly(encoded as¬f ← p) andpen-
guins are birds(b ← p), an ordered disjunction rule such as
¬f × f ← p can state thatin case of penguins it is preferred
to assume that penguins cannot fly rather than they can(thus,
avoiding conflicting conclusions). This point of view can beex-
tended to the case in which default rules are not totally certain.

Uncertain nonmonotonic reasoning amounts to handle uncer-
tain default rules. Handling uncertain default rules basically in-
volves two tasks, that are, the selection of default rules and the
management of the uncertainty. This can be done in different
ways which depend on the setting considered. For instance, in
possibilistic logic [39], the selection of defaults is independent
from the uncertainty management. This is due to the fact that,
in possibilistic logic, incomplete information cannot be repre-
sented in an explicit way. As such, default rules need to be first
transformed into rules in which exceptions are made explicit, be-
fore to be able to process the uncertainty associated with them.
Instead, in ASP, such transformation is not required and these-
lection of uncertain default rules can be a matter of incomplete
and uncertain information at the same time. Indeed, one can
be interested in selecting default rules based on the most cer-
tain rules in a logic program. Most of the approaches in logic
programming able to deal with uncertainty do not consider non-
monotonic reasoning or, if they do [35], [37], [4], [5], theydo
not contemplate the selection of uncertain default rules interms
of explicit preference. Therefore, our second contribution has
been:
C2: A framework for dealing with explicit preferences and

uncertainty
The proposed possibilistic logic programming framework,

called Logic Programs with Possibilistic Ordered Disjunction
(LPPODs) [18], supports the selection of uncertain defaultrules.
The framework is able to model explicit preferences about rules
having exceptions and certainty degrees in terms of necessity
values according to possibilistic logic [25]. An LPPOD consist
of a set of possibilistic ordered disjunction rules such asnor-
mally, it isα-certain that in context c, p is preferred to q(en-
coded asα : p × q ← c, not ab). LPPODs is the first logic
programming specification able to consider explicit preferences
and uncertainty together based on possibilistic logic and answer
set semantics. LPPODs extends two existing logic program-
ming frameworks: LPODs and possibilistic normal programs
[35]. On the one hand, from LPODs, the framework inherits the
distinctive feature of expressing explicit context-dependentpref-
erences among different exceptions to default rules (modeled as
atoms of a logic program). On the other hand, possibilistic nor-
mal programs allow to capture certainty degrees to express to
what extent a rule is certain (modeled as necessity values ac-
cording to possibilistic logic) and to associate certaintydegrees
with the atoms in the possibilistic answer sets (inferred interms
of possibilistic answer set semantics). As in the case of LPODs,
the× can induce an order among the possibilistic answer sets
of an LPPOD. In order to define such ordering, we have defined



a possibilistic comparison criterion which considers bothpref-
erence and certainty degrees. It is worthy to point out that,al-
though LPPODs can deal with preference and uncertainty, they
cannot be used for dealing with qualitative decision makingin
a direct way. This is given to the fact that qualitative decision
making requires a setting in which preferences and uncertainty
are kept separate (as we will discuss in Section IV). Finally, one
important aspect of the LPPODs framework is that LPPODs se-
mantics is computable and that its complexity belongs to the
same complexity class of its classical part, that is, LPODs.This
represent an important result, since it shows that LPPODs can
yield a more expressive framework without increasing the com-
plexity of the underpinning semantics. The LPPODs semantics
has been implemented in an ASP-based solver calledposPsmod-
els.1

III. U SERPREFERENCES

Preferences are not only a matter of (uncertain) default rule
selection. Preferences are mainly understood as a means forrep-
resenting user choices. As such, they are an essential aspect in
any intelligent system that offers personalised content tousers.
In the modeling of user preferences, preferences have to be com-
pactly represented for encoding different options which can de-
pend on contextual information. This concern has fostered the
study ofcompact preference representation languagessuch as
[11], [8], [6], just to cite few of them. Generally speaking,these
specifications define a preference model in a compact way and a
preference relation to rank the outcomes of the model. The way
in which preferences are encoded and the ranking is obtained
mainly depends on the specification used.

ASP is also a suitable setting for modeling user preferences.
Several ASP proposals not only can encode user preferences
in a compact way, but they can also draw an order between
the outcomes of the preference model [13], [2], [12]. Among
them, LPODs is a suitable specification for capturing context-
dependent preferences (e.g., at lunch, Roberto prefers to eat
meat over fish unless he is vegetarian, encoded asmeat ×
fish ← lunch, not vegetarian) and for specifying an order
among several preferences of the users (modeled in terms of
the atoms in the answer sets of an LPOD). Capturing context-
dependent preferences and drawing an order among the out-
comes of a preference model are important features when build-
ing a preference handling method in context-aware (informa-
tion) systems [1]. Indeed, these systems need to model usersin
order to be able to filter big amount of information in a person-
alised way. Users’ models can be built by modeling user pref-
erences in terms ofuser profiles. The modeling of user profiles
bring several issues related to knowledge representation.User
profiles should be rich enough to represent preferences thatcan
depend both on contextual and incomplete information, but suf-
ficiently compact to be processed in a fast way. Moreover, user
preferences can change over the time. This means that prefer-
ences in one context can be more important than others or that
some preferences can become obsolete. These concerns sug-
gest that the enhancement of the personalisation capabilities of
a context-aware system by means of a logic programming-based

1https://github.com/rconfalonieri/posPsmodels/wiki

preference model can be valuable. Then, our third contribution
has been:
C3: A logic programming-based preference model for han-

dling user preferences in a context-aware system
In [16], we have proposed to model user preferences in a

specific category of context-aware systems, Interactive Com-
munity Displays (ICDs) [15], by means of a preference han-
dling method based on the LPPODs framework (Section II).
Although LPPODs was introduced in the context of uncertain
nonmonotonic reasoning, its preference representation capabil-
ities have fit particularly well for representing user profiles in
an ICD. Possibilistic ordered disjunction rules such aswe are
fully certain that Roberto prefers to eat in an Italian restau-
rant over a Mexican restaurant if time is not between 15 and
17 (encoded asfully − certain : Italian × Mexican ←
restaurant, not 15 − 17h), or we are almost certain that he
prefers to pay by Master Card over using his Visa(encoded
asalmost − certain : MasterCard × V isa) can meet dif-
ferent requirements imposed by the representation of user pro-
files: (i) they capture contextual information such asdateand
time, user location, weather condition, etc. (according to the
first rule above, the restaurants suggested to Roberto will be
different depending on the time of his petition); (ii) they rep-
resent incomplete information by means of negation as failure
(Roberto prefers to go to an Italian restaurant unless time is
between 15 and 17); (iii) they measure to what extent pref-
erences in a given context are more important than others by
means of qualitative (uncertainty) labels associated withpref-
erence rules (in the above example, preferences about restau-
rants can be considered more important than the ones about the
paying method); (iv) they model user preferences in a compact
way and they can be used in practical applications, since they
can be processed by theposPsmodelssolver. A demonstration
of how LPPODs has been used in the ICD system is avail-
able athttp://research.tmtfactory.com/index.
php/tmtresearch/projects/49/. Moreover, in [20],
we have shown how LPPODs can also accommodate different
kinds of preference queries, originally proposed in the possi-
bilistic logic setting [?].

Nevertheless, preference expressions supported by LPPODs
are rather simple. Since LPPODs generalizes LPODs, LPPODs
inherits the expressivity of LPODs. This basically means that
the LPPODs syntax only allows to express alternatives between
single preferences. In reality, user preferences are usually more
complex and they demand a richer syntax in order to express
equalities and/or combinations between several options. Indeed,
a user can prefer to haveItalian overMexican food over not
having any of them,i.e.,expressions such asMediterranean×
Mexican × (not Mediterranean ∧ not Mexican) ←
restaurant, 13 − 15h; or (s)he may prefer to pay either by
Master Card or by Visa over paying cash,i.e.,expressions such
as(MasterCard ∨ V isa) × cash, or even more complex ex-
pressions such as(pub ∨ bar) × (cinema ∧ ¬tv) ← night or
(pub∧ (expensive× cheap))× bar× (not pub∧ not bar)←
night ∨ (not busy ∧ afternoon). These examples suggest
that studying a less restricted syntax could be valuable. To
model such complex context-dependent preference expressions,
we have proposed:



C4: A framework for handling nested preferences
The proposed framework, called Nested Logic Programs with

Ordered Disjunction (LPODs+) [17], is an extension of LPODs
and it allows to capture nested preference expressions built by
means of connectives{∨,∧,¬, not,×}. We have shown how
LPODs+ can be defined in an easy way by reusing and ex-
tending some definitions related to the syntax and semanticsof
nested logic programs [33] (indeed LPODs+ properly general-
izes nested logic programs). Since the syntax of LPOD+ is too
complex to be handled by existent answer set solvers, we have
reduced the problem of inferring the answer sets of a nested
logic program with ordered disjunction (OD+-program) to the
problem of inferring the answer sets of an equivalent disjunctive
logic program. To this end, we have specified a set of trans-
formation rules which can transform any OD+-program into a
disjunctive logic program by preserving the LPODs+ seman-
tics. This is an important result. In fact, despite the flexibility
added at the syntactic level, the complexity of deciding whether
an OD+-program has at least one answer set corresponds to the
complexity class of disjunctive logic programs, that is,ΣP

2 [28].
In this way, complexity results of LPODs+ can be lifted by the
ΣP

2 -completeness of disjunctive logic programs. The LPODs+

framework represents a first step towards an extension of the
LPPODs framework.

IV. D ECISION MAKING UNDER UNCERTAINTY

Preferences are also important for selecting an optimal deci-
sion in qualitative decision making under uncertainty (DMU).
In qualitative DMU, preferences are used to mark the states of
the world that a user or decision maker prefers to achieve when
taking a decision. Then, making an optimal decision amountsto
find a decision (if it exists) that satisfies as many preferences as
possible taking into account that the knowledge about the world
is not fully certain. Choosing an optimal decision is not an easy
task. It requires a theory able to represent preferences andun-
certainty and to rank decisions according to decision rules.

Several qualitative decision making frameworks have been
proposed in the literature [7], [40], [27], [26]. Among them,
possibility theory has shown to provide a convenient setting
for modeling qualitative DMU [27], [26]. According to this
approach, knowledge about the world and preferences are de-
scribed by two different stratified propositional knowledge bases
which capture the certainty and the priority of formulas respec-
tively. Then, by assuming a commensurateness hypothesis be-
tween the level of certainty and the preference priority, pes-
simistic and optimistic criteria, justified on the basis of postu-
lates, have been proposed for the selection of an optimal deci-
sion [27].

Despite the nice computational features offered by ASP, the
use of a logic programming approach for modeling qualitative
DMU and for computing an optimal decision has remained al-
most unexplored. Existing proposals [10], [30] suggest a gen-
eral methodology for modeling qualitative decision problems by
means of LPODs. The common idea is to encode a decision
problem by means of an LPOD and to select an optimal decision
by means of comparison criteria based on the LPODs semantics.
However, these approaches are not satisfactoryw.r.t. the han-
dling of preferences and uncertainty for several reasons. First,

preferences are always considered to be part of the world de-
scription, whereas, in qualitative DMU, preferences and knowl-
edge about the world are modeled in two separate knowledge
bases. Secondly, these approaches do not deal with uncertainty,
or, if they do, they do not treat uncertain information in a for-
mal way. Therefore, it is interesting to look for a methodology
able to capture qualitative DMU in logic programming (in a way
closer to its possibilistic logic formulation) and to compute the
pessimistic and optimistic criteria. To this end, our fifth contri-
bution has been:
C5: An ASP-based methodology for computing decision

under uncertainty
Contrary to what existing logic programming-based method-

ologies for handling qualitative decision proposed, in ourap-
proach [19], we associate preferences and knowledge about the
world with priority and certainty degrees modeled in terms of
necessity values (according to possibilistic logic). Then, the so-
lutions to a given decision problem are computed on the basis
of a procedure which finds an optimal decision (if it exists) ac-
cording to the pessimistic and optimistic criteria proposed in the
possibilistic logic setting. Briefly, the procedure works as fol-
lows. First, we have encoded a decision problem in terms ab-
duction and LPODs in order to deal with the case of fully cer-
tain knowledge and all-or-nothing preferences. Then, we have
generalized this result to the case in which knowledge and pref-
erences are matters of degrees using LPPODs (which offers a
qualitative framework for handling uncertain information). Al-
though we have not addressed any implementation details in the
thesis, the described approach can be implemented on top of
the posPsmodelssolver. The proposed methodology attempt
to bridge the gap between logic programming and qualitative
DMU since, to the best of our knowledge, any proposal with a
satisfactory handling of preferences under uncertainty was made
in this respect.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Throughout the research presented in this thesis, we have
aimed at understanding the role played by preferences in ASP
from different perspectives. Indeed, logic programming, by sup-
porting symbolic representation and computation of knowledge,
can provide an effective tool to build the reasoning mechanisms
needed by intelligent systems which assist users in the fulfill-
ment of complex tasks.

The overall objective of this thesis has turned to be an at-
tempt to contribute on these active research trends in the field of
logic programming. Therefore, our research has consisted of a
collection of results on the study of therepresentation of pref-
erencesfocusing on different domains such asreasoning under
incomplete and uncertain information, user preference model-
ing, andqualitative decision making under uncertainty. From
the research performed, we can conclude that preferences have
a multi-faceted relationship with several knowledge representa-
tion domains and they have been understood in different ways
in the literature. We believe that our proposed research analy-
sis, frameworks, and methods might prove to be useful for the
logic programming research towards the design of automated
reasoning mechanisms for handling incomplete and uncertain
knowledge, user preferences, and decision under uncertainty.
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